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HDBaseT 70m extender set - Compressed 4K-60 4:4:4, IR & RS-232 18v PoE.

Slim-Pack Receiver
HD-H-SP-Rx — 100 Meter HDBaseT

Slim-Pack Transmitter
HD-H-SP-Tx — 100 Meter HDBaseT

7 x 1 MultiVU Scaling Windowing Switcher
DV-MFMV-74

DV-HDA-14AUD 1x4 HDMI Distribution Amp

High Performance HDMI 4x4 Matrix Switcher
DV-HMSW4K-44

HDBaseT 2.0 HDMI & USB Receiver
HD-HU-SP-Rx  — 100 Meter

HDBaseT 2.0 HDMI & USB Transmitter
HD-HU-SP-Tx — 100 Meter

2x1 HDMI VGA Switcher
DV-HSW-21A

2x1 HDMI WiFi Auto Switcher
DV-MFSS-71

HDBaseT 2.0 5-Play
100 Meter true

HD-HPCUWP-Tx

Transmitter Wall Plate HDBaseT™ and the HDBaseT Alliance logo

FLEX-IO16 I/O Expansion Unit
Provides 16 Ground Closure Inputs, 16 Lamp Outputs

FLEX-EXT-16 Extension to Tandem Pas

BMS-1032 Background Music System Select between 10 stereo audio sources

BMS-1032

AT-A-GLANCE

Audio, Video, Signal Management and Infrastructure Technologies

FSR works for you
Bringing Elegant Cable Access To Your Infrastructure.

A unique variety of boxes to handle stage, raised access, poured concrete or retro-fit flooring applications. FSR matches the décor of your installation with solid construction, beautiful carpet rims, flanges, and available accessories. Our Fire-Resistant floor solutions expand the versatility of our floor box line by providing enhanced, fire-resistant versions of our existing products. Our FRK kits are UL listed and comply with UL 263 Fire Resistance Ratings.

Protect and Secure your Infrastructure Connections

Indoor and outdoor wall boxes protect your wall plates, panels and connections elegantly and securely. The PWB-FR-450 is the industry’s only UL-listed kit of this size. Every wall mounted display needs a PWB!

Now you can accommodate the wiring requirements of today’s advanced entertainment and control uses without detracting from the installation. Our Smart-Way Raceway system installs on top of or in any flooring and provides a quick, easy, affordable and attractive installation. The Smart-Way Raceway gets cables where they’re needed. The raceway is perfect to utilize for core wire management in conference rooms or classrooms.

The Smart-Way Raceway also provides ample space for power, communications and AV connectivity.

The Smart-Way Raceway System is the intelligent choice for wire management. It installs in any style of any flooring and provides a quick, easy, affordable and attractive installation. The Smart-Way Raceway gets cables where they’re needed. The raceway is perfect to utilize for core wire management in conference rooms or classrooms.

The Smart-Way Raceway also provides ample space for power, communications and AV connectivity.

It’s Not Just Power Anymore!

FSR SmartFit is an innovative system that provides flexible AV solutions for fire rated “poke-thrus”. The SmartFit system features a universal cover assembly and multiple sub-plates that install on the fire rated “poke-thrus”. NOW AVAILABLE IN 4”, 6”, 8” & 10” SIZES.

Now you can remove the unsightly equipment boxes hanging off projector poles and mount them in this architecturally-designed ceiling enclosure. Many styles, various price ranges, and “Smart and Green” modules make these boxes perfect for classrooms, boardrooms, meeting rooms and public spaces. These are your equipment racks for ceilings and walls.

The Intelligent Choice
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Bringing Elegant Cable Access To Your Infrastructure.

A unique variety of boxes to handle stage, raised access, poured concrete or retro-fit flooring applications. FSR matches the décor of your installation with solid construction, beautiful carpet rims, flanges, and available accessories. Our Fire-Resistant floor solutions expand the versatility of our floor box line by providing enhanced, fire-resistant versions of our existing products. Our FRK kits are UL listed and comply with UL 263 Fire Resistance Ratings.

Protect and Secure your Infrastructure Connections

Indoor and outdoor wall boxes protect your wall plates, panels and connections elegantly and securely. The PWB-FR-450 is the industry’s only fire-rated box of this size. Every wall mounted display needs a PWB!

Now you can conceal the wiring requirements of today’s technology without compromising the unique architectural design of your installation. Giselle, weathertight covers and glands provide weather protection, while the adjustable bottom plate allows for easy height adjustment.

Indoor ceiling boxes provide a sleek, professional appearance. Quick-release and re-useable, these boxes are easy to install, with all necessary parts included.

Our Fire-Resistant Fire Rated solutions are perfect for collaborative environments or classrooms. The raceway compartments provide ample space for power, communications and A/V connectivity.

The Smart-Way Raceway System is the intelligent choice for wire management. It installs on any flooring and provides a quick, easy, affordable and attractive installation.

The Smart-Way Raceway gets cables where they’re needed. The raceway components provide ample spaces for power, communications and A/V connectivity.

The Smart-Way is a zero-OIH, ADA compliant, available in either slate gray or aluminum finishes and is sold in 6’ sections.

From a single computer to a full classroom or multi-media boardroom, HuddleVU kits will distribute and process with cost-effective quality.
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